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PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY & TECHNIQUE
From switch-words to stitch-words  
B. LITOWITZ  

The incidence of Freudian self-analysis in the construction of the psychoanalytic theory of anxiety  
F. P. BHAID  

CHILD AND ADOLESCENT PSYCHOANALYSIS
Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD): An affect-processing and thought disorder?  
M. GÜNTER  

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDY
Creative surrender: A Milnerian view of works by Y. Z. Kami  
L. MARKS  

THE ANALYST AT WORK
Analytic discourse, analytic intercourse: Birth and death in a psychoanalysis  
The case of Ellen  
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Discussion of the case of Ellen  
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Discussion of the case of Ellen  
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KEY PAPERS
Introduction to Paul-Claude Racamier’s paper ‘On narcissistic perversion’  
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On narcissistic perversion  
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Racamier’s ‘On narcissistic perversion’  
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FILM ESSAY
“We need to talk about Kevin”: an unusual, unconventional film  
Some reflections on ‘bad boys’, between transgenerational projections and socio-cultural influences  
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BOOK AND JOURNAL REVIEWS
Une psychanalyste lit Tchékov  
[A Psychoanalyst Reads Chekhov]  
by Annie Anargyros  
G. DIATKINE  

La mente come teatro: psicoanalisi, mito e rappresentazione [The Mind as a Theatre: Psychoanalysis, Myth and Representation]  
by Fausto Petrèlla  
F. MOSCATO AND P. SOLANG  

Ferenczi and His World: Rekindling the Spirit of the Budapest School  
by Szekacs-Weisz Júdít and Keve Tom  
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En los márgenes de nuestra memoria histórica [In the Margins of Our Historical Memory]  
by de Max Hernández  
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Thinking about Climate Change: Psychoanalytic and Interdisciplinary Perspectives edited  
by Sally Weintrobe  
C. COVINGTON  

Donald Winnicott Today edited  
by Ian Abram  
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